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Under negative torsion, DNA adopts left-handed helical forms, such as Z-DNA and L-DNA. Using the
random copolymer model developed for a wormlike chain, we represent a single DNA molecule with structural
heterogeneity as a helical chain consisting of monomers which can be characterized by different helical senses
and pitches. By Monte Carlo simulation, where we take into account bending and twist fluctuations explicitly,
we study sequence dependence of B-Z transitions under torsional stress and tension focusing on the interaction
with B-L transitions. We consider core sequences, (GC)n repeats or (TG)n repeats, which can interconvert
between the right-handed B form and the left-handed Z form, imbedded in a random sequence, which can convert
to left-handed L form with different (tension dependent) helical pitch. We show that Z-DNA formation from
the (GC)n sequence is always supported by unwinding torsional stress but Z-DNA formation from the (TG)n
sequence, which are more costly to convert but numerous, can be strongly influenced by the quenched disorder
in the surrounding random sequence.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.93.022411
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the double helical structure of DNA has been
discovered by Watson and Crick, the importance of DNA
structures has also been recognized in relation to its cellular
functions. DNA is a highly malleable molecule [1] and exploits
its various forms during the replication and transcription
processes. In contrast to standard B-DNA which has the
right-handed helical form, Z-DNA with a zigzag backbone has
the left-handed helical form. During the transcription process,
torsional stress of negative superhelicity formed behind the
R loop can be relaxed by forming such left-handed helical
structures in DNA. Z-DNA can be formed at DNA sections
where specific sequences such as repeats of (GC) or (TG)
dinucleotides are located [2].
In vitro, Z-DNA can be stabilized by torsional stress
that unwinds DNA (like in magnetic tweezers experiments).
Z-DNA can be also favored by high tension, by high salt (molar
range) and also by adsorption of Z-DNA binding proteins
(ZBPs), such as ADAR-1 [3]. At moderate salt condition
(∼100 mM), the free energy cost for switching one base
pair (bp) to Z-DNA is known as ∼0.51kBT (0.3 kcal/mol)
for (GC)n repeats and ∼1.2kBT (0.67 kcal/mol) for (TG)n
repeats [4]. It is more costly to convert (TG)n repeats into Z
form than (GC)n repeats. Short Z-DNA forming sequences of
(GC)n or (TG)n adopt Z form in the presence of ZBPs such
as ADAR-1 and typically the concentration of ZBPs required
for the transition in (TG)n repeats is more than that of (GC)n
repeats [3].
While Z-DNA can be formed at specific sequences, more
commonly a left-handed helical form exists called L-DNA [5].
In principle, L-DNA can be formed from any sequence, but
practically it is formed at AT rich sequences. Negative torsional
stress can be released by opening the right-handed helical
structure of standard B-DNA. The separated strands resulting
from denaturation further twist to form L-DNA. In contrast to
the Z form which has a well defined structure (Watson Crick
pairs), helical pitch and length, the structure of L-DNA is
ill-defined due to the lack of hydrogen bondings. Whether it
is in natural DNA or in a DNA prepared for in vitro assay, a
Z-DNA forming sequence is surrounded by random sequences
which may switch to L-DNA under negative torsional stress.
Due to the development of single molecule experiments,
it is possible to apply torsional stresses directly to a DNA
molecule and to measure various characteristics of the B-Z
transitions. Lee et al. investigated the kinetics and energetics
of Z-DNA [6] using the hybrid technique of magnetic tweezers
and single molecule FRET (smFRET). More recently, in a
series of papers, Bryant’s group reported torque measurements
on a single DNA molecule upon applying negative superhelical
stress [7–10]. Both B-L transition and B-Z transition are
cooperative due to the similarly large domain wall energy EJ
which is the penalty for breaking DNA stacking in B-DNA.
However, the critical torques measured for the structural
transitions are quite different. For a molecule bearing an
insert of Z-DNA forming sequences (GC)n, the torque remains
∼−(2–3) pN nm during the B-Z transition. For the random
sequence of 50% (A · T) contents, the critical torque for the
B-L transition is measured to be −(10–12) pN nm (150 mM
salt). These values of critical torque reflect the free energy cost
per unit twist angle accompanied by structural changes. The
torque experiments imply that these two transitions are clearly
separated for DNA of tens of kilo base pairs.
Recent experiments [11] report that the elastic response of
the B-Z transition in a (TG)n sequence is qualitatively different
from that in a (GC)n sequence: at moderate tension, Z-DNA
from (GC)n shows a steplike transition with increasing torsion
but (TG)n repeats undergo the B-Z transition over a broader
range of torsions. This suggests that there is competition
between Z-DNA and L-DNA in a certain range of unwinding
torsion and such competition is more relevant for a (TG)n
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sequence. Furthermore, while the transition torque of (GC)n
repeats is well established, the critical torque measurements for
(TG)n repeats have not been successful up to date. For (TG)n
repeats, it seems to be difficult to isolate the B-Z transition
from the B-L transition and thus to determine the critical
torque for the B-Z transition. Both Z-DNA and L-DNA are
favored over B-DNA under large tension. The rise of a base
pair in Z form, aZ , is slightly longer than that in B form,
aB . In general, L-DNA can be more elongated than B-DNA
by tension, which makes it more favorable at large tension
as seen from the twist-extension relation [12–14]. Since the
total linking number should be conserved, there is obvious
coupling between the B-Z and B-L transitions. The sequence
dependent B-L transition, hence, will influence the Z-DNA
formation under given unwinding conditions in a nontrivial
way. We thus perform computational studies to elucidate the
stability of Z-DNA in relation to B-L transitions.
Recently we have introduced a copolymer model to describe
the B-Z transitions [15] for a chain consisting of switchable
monomers between two states. The essential quantities for
characterizing Z-DNA and B-DNA are their intrinsic twist
rates, tZ and tB , together with twist fluctuations around them.
The model thus accounts for elastic twist responses during the
B-Z transition related to the annealed structural heterogene-
ity involving interconversion between B-DNA and Z-DNA
states.
In this paper, we apply this model [15] for a numerical
study of the system comprising Z-DNA and L-DNA forming
sequences. Although the helical pitch is not strictly defined
for L-DNA, the effective pitch at a given tension can be
described using the two strand model [16]. One of the main
parameters is the free energy cost required to convert one
monomer from B- to L-DNA. The unpairing energy of the
base pair strongly depends on the salt condition and the type
of nearest neighbor bases [17]. The unpairing energy is 0.43
kcal/mol/bp for d(AA) [(AA) with complementary sequence
of (TT)]. In contrast, the binding energy is 0.27 kcal/mol/bp
for d(AT) at low salt conditions (∼20 mM). At intermediate
salt conditions (∼75 mM), the unpairing energy is in the
range 0.6–0.7 kcal/mol. At higher salt conditions (∼1 M),
the binding energy is as large as ∼1 kcal/mol. The G · C pair
binding energy is found in the range 1.6–2.0 kcal/mol. We
consider heterogeneous values of binding energy L along
the sequence, corresponding to a type of base pair. We also
consider different values of uAT to take into account the shift of
the unpairing energy depending on salt conditions as described
above.
Using the Wang and Landau Monte Carlo method [18], the
equilibrium conformational statistics of DNA is obtained via
the calculation of the density of states in two dimensional phase
space of energy E and extra linking number δLk. Torsional
stress is imposed by sampling the conformations falling in the
range of the desired linking number δLk. We first check that our
model properly describes the reported torsional responses of
DNA undergoing the B-Z transitions [6,8,12,13,19]. Our main
efforts are dedicated to the investigation of B-Z transitions
for (TG)n and (GC)n repeats interacting with L-DNA forming
sequences. We show that the stability of the Z-DNA from
(TG)n repeat can be strongly influenced by the sequence of the
surrounding random DNA with quenched disorder.
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of magnetic tweezers ex-
periments applying the torsion angle ψ . (b) Z-DNA, B-DNA, and
L-DNA. The number of monomers in a helical pitch γB, γZ , and γL
are different.
II. MODEL
We consider a single DNA molecule of length S stretched
under tension f above the supercoiling threshold [Fig. 1(a)].
The molecule is also subject to prescribed excess turns
δLk = ψ/(2π ). Under the torsional stress, the torsional
response of the DNA chain can be well described using
the wormlike-chain (WLC) model [20] where the DNA’s
elastic properties are defined through the bending and twist
persistence lengths, lp = B/kBT and lt = C/kBT with the
local curvature κ and the twist rate τ = dψ/ds. In order to
take into account the structural transition in DNA, we extend
the WLC model for a copolymer consisting of several types of
monomers with the following Hamiltonian up to the junction
energy [see Eq. (6)]:
E
kBT
=
∫ S
0
ds
{
1
2
lp,νκ
2 + 1
2
lt,ν
(
dψ
ds
− ti(s)
aν
)2
+ ν
aν
}
, (1)
where the index “ν” indicates the state of monomers (e.g., B, Z,
and L) which varies along the chain. The monomers in the core
sequence (Z core) can be in two different states: B-DNA and
Z-DNA. These monomer states have different intrinsic twist
rate tν , free energy ν , and monomer extension aν , depending
on the index of state ν ∈ {B,Z}. Similarly a random sequence
can be in two different states: B form or L form, ν ∈ {B,L}.
If the core sequence is a Z-DNA forming sequence, (GC)n or
(TG)n, we used Z = 0.51kBT for (GC)n and Z = 1.2kBT for
(TG)n. For L-DNA, we choose L as the unpairing energy of a
bp. For an (A · T) bp, we use uAT = 0.6kBT and 1.0kBT , which
are typical values of the unpairing energy at the monovalent
ion concentrations of ∼20 and ∼100 mM, respectively [17].
The former is comparable to the experimental condition in
[21]. For a G · C bp, we use uGC = 2.4kBT (1.4 kcal/mol).
For B-DNA, the number of base pairs per helical turn is
γB = 10.5 and the intrinsic twist rate is tB = 2π/γB . For Z-
DNA, γZ = 12 and tZ = −2π/γZ [Fig. 1(b)]. The positive
(negative) sign of the twist rate implies a right-handed (left-
handed) chirality. The stacking distance between neighboring
base pairs defines the monomer sizes aZ,aL. Note that the
tension affects the free energy cost of monomer switching
because each state has different elongation. The Gibbs free
energy of the corresponding monomer state is measured with
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respect to the B-DNA state and rescales by tension as
′Z(L) = Z(L) − f · [aZ(L)(f ) − aB]. (2)
Considering that aZ ≈ 0.38 nm and aB ≈ 0.33 nm, the cost
′Z for switching a bp from B-DNA to Z-DNA is expected to
become negative in the tension regime larger than ∼40 pN,
which is yet far below the tension required for the B-S
transition (∼60 pN). Here, we discuss the B-Z transition in
the tension regime below any other transitions.
Although the helical pitch and monomer size for L-DNA are
not as definite as those of Z-DNA, it is yet possible to describe
L-DNA as a helical ply if a large enough tension is applied
[5,16,22]. The twist rate tL = −2π/γL and the monomer
length aL of L-DNA is expected to vary with tension and a
similar energy rescaling can be expected. At typical tensions
considered, 8 pN, the shift in ′L turns out to be negligible and
the number of monomers in a helical pitch in L-DNA is similar
to γB . In the large tension limit, the helical pitch of L form
formally diverges.
In this paper, we assume that a sufficiently large tension
is applied to the chain so that it is almost stretched along
the direction of tension. The upper limit of the critical torque
for supercoiling under given tension f is TPL = 4π
√
lLkBTf
[16,23–27] and is dictated by the small persistence length of
L-DNA, lL ≈ 3 nm. The estimates of the force preventing
supercoiling at the critical torque of the B-L transition
(−12 pN nm) is at least f scL ≈ 8 pN. For force below f scL , the
L-DNA is expected to be supercoiled upon the B-L transition.
Proceeding to MC simulation of B-L and B-Z transitions,
we estimate the tension dependent twist rate of L-DNA using
the L-DNA model developed from our previous study [16].
We use these estimates as the references to choose the valid
input parameters (γL and aL) for simulation of the L-DNA
state. Assuming the geometry of L-DNA to be a pair of
interwinding single strands [Fig. 1(b)], we compute the number
of monomers in a helical pitch γL and the spacing between bps,
aL, along the direction of the force. The central parameter is
the helical angle α of this vertical ply. The optimal size of
L-DNA and helical angle α are obtained self-consistently by
minimizing the free energy of the DNA where we prescribe the
mean value of unpairing energy per bp to be ˜L. Note that ˜L
is an average free energy cost per bp for “local” section which
converts to L-DNA. The details of the model are described
in Appendix A and B and Ref. [16]. From the simple model,
a rough estimate for the critical torque for the B-Z and B-L
transitions can be made as
τ ∗Z(L) = −
˜′Z(L)
ψZ(L)
(3)
where we define ψZ(L) ≡ 2π (γ−1B + γ−1Z(L)) which corre-
sponds to the change in the twist angle due to a monomer
switching from B-DNA to Z-DNA (L-DNA). We also define
γ ′−1Z(L) ≡ ψZ(L)/(2π ) as the change in linking number due to
a monomer switching.
Table I shows some representative values of γL, γ ′L, and aL
for various ˜L under applied tensions of f = 13 and 30 pN.
Each strand of L-DNA consists of nd nucleotides of size
b0 = 0.5 nm [28]. Fluctuations present in two interwinding
single strands can be taken into account by rescaling the
TABLE I. The rise of a monomer aL, helical pitch γL, and γ ′L
for L-DNA sequences with various mean values of free energies ˜L
with b = b0zL/SL. These values are computed from Eq. (B2) with
v = 0.9kBT for two different tensions, f = 13 pN and f = 30 pN
(see Appendix B). The lower lines are for the condition that single
strands in L-DNA are fully stretched (b = b0).
aL (nm) γL γ ′L = 2πψL
˜L(kBT ) \ f (pN) 13 30 13 30 13 30
0.6 0.36 0.41 10.9 15.4 5.4 6.2
0.9 0.35 0.41 10.4 13.3 5.2 5.9
b < b0 1.2 0.34 0.40 10.1 12.3 5.2 5.7
1.5 0.34 0.39 9.8 11.4 5.1 5.5
2.4 0.33 0.38 9.3 10.2 4.9 5.2
0.6 0.46 0.49 11.7 21 5.5 7.0
b = b0 1.5 0.45 0.48 10.7 15.3 5.3 6.2
2.4 0.44 0.47 10.1 13.0 5.2 5.8
nucleotide size b0 by the ratio between single strand extension
(zL) and length (SL) under the given tension f , such that
b = b0zL/SL. The ratio, zL/SL, is obtained using the force-
extension relation of WLC. Here, we set the parameter v
accounting for the excluded volume repulsion between the two
single strands of L-DNA to be v = 0.9kBT , which reproduces
the realistic values of helical pitches of L-DNA as previously
discussed in [16] (see Appendix B). At moderate tension,
10 pN < f < 20 pN, the helical pitch of L-DNA is in the
range similar to B-DNA, γL ≈ 9–11, and at large tension,
two L-DNA strands are almost straight. For an alternating
(A · T)/(G · C) sequence (˜L ≈ 1.5)kBT , γL is 9–11 in the
tension below 20 pN. Under the condition where single
strand fluctuations are negligible (b ≈ b0), the interwinding
helix is more straightened by tension. At 30 pN, γL ≈ 20
with ˜L = 0.6kBT . In the regime of straightened L-DNA, the
change of twist due to monomer state switching is mainly from
unwinding of B-DNA. This leads to ψL ≈ 2π/γB for large
tension. Hence ψL is only half of the largest twist rate as
γL → ∞ [Eq. (3)].
While the helical pitch increases with tension, the effective
free energy cost ′ for monomer switching decreases according
to Eq. (2). Due to these competing influences, the critical
torque is a slow varying function for some range of tension
(f < 25 pN) which is consistent with experimental studies
[5,7]. A virtually flat insensitive dependence of the critical
torque on the applied tension can be obtained with an
ad hoc, slightly small, parameter (i.e., b0 = 0.45 nm), which
compensates some weakness of the WLC model for single
strands. Such a change, however, has little influence on the
central discussion of the competition between B-Z and B-L
transitions.
In Fig. 2, we plot critical torques for B-L and B-Z
transitions, τ ∗L and τ ∗Z , as a function of tension f . We note
that τ ∗L exceeds τ ∗Z of (TG)n sequence (Z ≈ 1.2kBT ) if
˜L is large enough. This implies that Z-DNA and L-DNA
population can be influenced by tension and more significantly
by sequence compositions for (TG)n sequences. Due to the
quenched disorder in the sequence, the free energy cost per
monomer switching L generally deviates from its average.
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FIG. 2. Critical torques of B-Z and B-L transitions computed
for various tensions f are shown for (a) b < b0 = 0.5 nm and (b)
for b = b0, the completely straightened chain. The dot-dashed (red)
lines are for the B-Z transitions with Z = 0.5 and 1.2kBT where
the critical torques are linearly decreasing. The black solid lines are
the critical torques for B-L transitions with various ˜L computed by
Eq. (3) and the blue dotted lines are the estimates without tension
correction in ˜L. The corresponding values of ˜L are indicated along
with the solid lines. The curves on the left of f scL ≈ 8 pN are not
accurate due to supercoiling.
The nucleation of L-DNA occurs at the longest (A · T) region
with smallest ˜L, for which the critical torque is less than τ ∗Z .
The sequence dependence will be further exploited in a later
part of this paper.
In the following simulations, we first model different states
of DNA with various values of helical twist angles and
switching energies without explicitly referring to changes in
tension. Since L depends on various parameters such as salt
concentrations, pH of solution, and sequence composition,
L and γL are treated independently. In the second part of
the simulation (Fig. 10), we rescale the tension dependent
parameters L and γL simultaneously under given tension to
investigate the influence of change of monomer size. Our
model assumes that all bond vectors are unit vectors and
thus we do not distinguish the variations of monomer size
by state switching. However, we incorporate the influence of
tension and the variation of monomer size by considering the
aforementioned free energy rescaling [Eq. (2)].
III. SIMULATION MODEL
For numerical studies, we model DNA as a wormlike
chain (WLC) consisting of N heterogeneous monomers.
The position vectors of monomers are represented by ri
(i = 0,1,2, . . . N) and the bond vectors ui are defined as
ui = ri+1 − ri . In order to take into account the twist of
the centerline, we use three orthonormal vectors for each
bond i: {fi ,vi ,ui} [29]. The other unit vectors f and v point
two perpendicular directions to the tangent and ui = fi×vi .
The strain tensor i = (1,i ,2,i ,3,i) is defined for each
body frame as 1,i = (ui+1 − ui) · fi , 2,i = (ui+1 − ui) · vi ,
3,i = (vi+1 − vi) · fi . The elastic energy of the WLC [20] is
written as a function of the local curvatures κ =
√
21 + 22
and twist τ = 3 as
Eel = 12
N−2∑
r=1
{
lp,r
(
21,r + 22,r
)+ lt,r (3,r − ω3,r )2}. (4)
For different monomer states, the preferred twists ω3,r take
the values of tB = 2π/γB, tZ = −2π/γZ , and tL = −2π/γL
for B-DNA, Z-DNA, and L-DNA, respectively. During MC
simulations, the monomer switching from type ν to μ involves
changes in δLk and E such that
E → E + (μ − ν), δLk → δLk + (ω3,μ − ω3,ν)2π .
During simulation, we only trace the relative twist with respect
to the reference twist angle tν , and update the topological
constraints according to the monomer switching. With nZ(L)
monomers,
δLk = Wr + δTw + nZ(L) ψZ(L)2π − nJ
φJ
2π
. (5)
The last term applies only for B-Z junctions where an extra
twist angle φJ is located [30] and nJ stands for the number of
B-Z junctions. We measure 〈δTw〉 as δTw = r (3,r − ω3,r ).
The mean values of writhe number, 〈Wr〉, are obtained by
evaluating the Gauss linking integral along the contour of the
molecule.
Although there is an indication that the modulus of Z-DNA
is somewhat smaller than that of B-DNA, the modulus of
Z-DNA is not yet established and even less is for L-DNA. In
the study, we do not introduce heterogeneous twist modulus
in local scales. For given tension, L-DNA twist rate γL is
obtained under the equilibrium condition between L-DNA and
B-DNA with a larger twist modulus. In this sense the L-DNA
twist modulus is absorbed in γL. Within the current copolymer
model, we do not access local fluctuations of stiffness but
can address global twist fluctuations of the whole chain. Most
of the single-molecule experiments use DNA molecules of at
least several kilo base pairs long or core sequences flanked
by such long DNA handles. The local change in stiffness (ls)
over a small segment of length s influences global fluctuations
of the total chain of length S via harmonic average of the
stiffness l such that S/l′ = (S − s)/lt + s/ ls[15]. Therefore
the torsional stiffness of the L form does not significantly alter
the global fluctuation of twist angle unless s is considerably
large and the free energy is even less affected by the twist
rigidity changes at equilibrium. We thus apply the same
mechanical parameters lp,lt before and after the B-Z and B-L
transition. For the calculation of elastic energy, we use the
persistence lengths lp = 50 nm and lt = 80 nm.
We use the spin type variable si at each monomer state:
si = 1 or −1, for B form or Z form (L form) state. The energy
associated with the monomer state is written as
Eb =
∑
i
i
1
2
(1 − si) + EJ 12(1 − sisi+1). (6)
A junction energy of EJ = 9kBT [21] is assigned for each B-Z
junction and B-L junction.
We obtain the equilibrium conformational statistics of DNA
via calculation of the density of states, g(E,δLk) [18,20] in
the two-dimensional phase space of E and δLk. At given δLk,
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each conformation with energy Er contributes with statistical
weight of exp(−βEr ) and the average values of various
physical quantities x = δTw,Wr, . . . can be computed by
〈x(δLk)〉 =
∑
E x(E,δLk)g(E,δLk)e−βE∑
E g(E,δLk)e−βE
. (7)
Each Monte Carlo (MC) step includes attempts of (1) switch-
ing the type of monomer and (2) changing the conformation
of the monomer. There are two types of MC moves for
conformational changes: pivot and pure twist [20]. In each
pivot move, a chosen monomer rotates by arbitrary angle with
respect to the axis defined by two neighboring monomers.
In a pure twist move, f and v are updated through rotation
by random twist angle with respect to the local tangent u.
Independent of conformational moves, the spin type variables
of each monomer state are also updated for every MC step.
Each computation of g(E,δLk) of a system of typical size
(100-mer) is performed with accuracy of the modification
factor ffinal = 1.000 01. Computations are performed on Intel
Xenon CPU at 2.40 GHz, 8192 MB RAM running Linux, with
parallel algorithm (∼100 nodes).
IV. RESULTS
A. Validation of the model: B-Z transition
We first apply our model to study the B-Z transition. The
sequence of interest consists of Nc monomers of size a and
each monomer corresponds to a base pair of DNA. Similar
to the actual molecule of single molecule experiments, this
specific sequence (core sequence) is inserted in natural random
sequences, which serves as handles for magnetic tweezers
experiments [see Fig. 3(a)]. We assume that the switching of
monomer type occurs only in the core sequence and monomers
in handles remain in B form. We first consider a core consisting
of only Z-DNA forming sequences (Z core). In order to take
into account the fluctuations of the whole chain including
FIG. 3. (a) Z cores [GC type () and TG type (◦)] flanked by
B-DNA handles. (b) Torque-twist relation for short cores of length
Nc = 30, Nh = 70 [Z = 0.51kBT for (GC)25 and 1.2kBT for (TG)25]
with the tension of f = 8 pN. (c) Linking numbers distributed to
Z-DNA 〈nZ〉/γ ′Z vs δLk.
handles, for some simulations, we introduced a pair of handles
of total size Nh. The total chain length is thus S = (Nh + Nc)a.
Throughout simulations, we apply a large enough tension
(>f scL ) to prevent any supercoiling. To assure that L-DNA is
stretched, we not only subject the chain to the tension along
the z direction but also confine the chain end in a harmonic
potential in the radial direction so that the chain end stays
along the axis of tension. Practically f = 8 pN (f scL with τ ∼−12 pN nm) is sufficient to suppress supercoiling of L-DNA.
We also measure the chain extension 〈z〉 ≈ S and the average
value of 〈Wr〉 ≈ 0 to ensure the supercoiling is suppressed.
The total excess linking number δLk is thus distributed to the
linking number change associated with the structural transition
of the DNA and the twist of the center line, δTw. The average
torque 〈τ 〉 under a given δLk can be measured by computing
δTw using the relation τ ≈ 2π (lt /S)δTw.
In Fig. 3(b), we plot the measured torque 〈τ 〉 and average
value of 〈nZ〉 as a function of excess linking number δLk. For
small twist deformations, the torsional response reveals the
linear response of the standard B-DNA. With higher levels of
unwinding, the chain undergoes structural transitions and the
torque 〈τ 〉 is approximately constant in the regime of the B-Z
transition. This plateau value of the torque is referred to as
the critical torque. We compare torque-twist relations for two
different Z cores. The critical torque is measured to be −2
and −4 pN nm for (GC)n core and (TG)n core, respectively.
The τ ∗Z ≈ −2 pN nm of (GC)n matches the reported value
from experimental results [8,10]. The larger free energy Z of
(TG)n accounts for the large critical torque as predicted from
Eqs. (3) and (A3).
If the status of end monomers are fixed as B-DNA (fixed
boundary conditions), the formation of Z-DNA in the core
accompanies at least two B-Z junctions. The magnitude of
the transition torque (at the onset of the B-Z transition)
∼−10 pN nm is much larger than the critical torque. Such
a large transition torque results from the large domain wall
energy EJ ∼ 5.3 kcal/mol (8–9kBT ), which also accounts for
FIG. 4. B-Z transitions of (GC)n cores with various core sizes:
n = 10, 15, and 20 (Nc = 20, 30, and 40) under the tension of f =
8 pN. The total chain length Nt is set to be 100 for all cases. (a)
Torque-twist relation, (b) average values of nZ , and (c) probability
Pc|nZ>5 to form Z-DNA in the central core section.
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FIG. 5. Comparison between fixed and free boundary conditions
for the chain with (GC)22 core (Nc = 44). The shift in the junction
angle is chosen to be φJ = −0.1 turn and the tension f = 8 pN. (a)
〈τ 〉 vs δLk and (b) the probability Pc of triggering Z-DNA (nZ > 5)
in the central part of the core. Panels (c) and (d) show the number of
B-Z junctions 〈nJ 〉 under fixed and free boundary conditions. Red,
black, and blue lines correspond to E/kBT = 3, 4.5, and 9 (from top
to bottom).
high cooperativity of the B-Z transition. The mean number of
monomers in the Z state 〈nZ〉 [Fig. 3(c)] linearly increases with
increasing unwinding torsional stress after nucleation. Figure 4
shows torque-twist relations for chains with various lengths
of (GC) core, Nc = 20, 30, and 40, in a similar geometry
(Nt = 100) as shown in Fig. 3(a).
For small |δLk|, the torsional responses are linear and
their slopes scale with lt /S. The torque plateau indicating
the B-Z transition extends in proportion to the lengths of core
sequences. Similar to Nc = 30 [Fig. 3(c)], the average values
of 〈nZ〉 for all core lengths increase linearly with unwinding
torsional stress after the initial nucleation and saturate at
∼Nc/γ ′Z . [The levels of saturation are indicated by dotted lines
in Fig. 4(b).] At the transition, we observe a torque overshoot
(∼5–10 pN nm) towards positive torque. This results from
the necessary countertwist to compensate for the abrupt twist
angle shift at B-Z junctions φJ = −2π×0.4 over a single bond
length. However, it turned out to be an artifact of choosing
the junction size as a unit bond length and this overshoot
disappears if the twist at a single bonded junction is chosen
to be less than 0.2 turns [see, for example, Fig. 3(b) with
φJ = 0, Fig. 5(a) with φJ = −2π×0.1, and Fig. 7(a) with
φJ = −2π×0.2]. The experiments [8,9] do not observe such
an overshoot at the start of the transition. The B-Z junction size
is still under debate [31] but our numerical study and earlier
theoretical study [15] suggest that the junction size should
span at least over two bps to accommodate the junction twist
of −0.4 turns, reported experimentally [32].
In single molecule experiments using smFRET [6], transi-
tion signals are captured by a pair of dye molecules which are
tagged on the molecule several bps (∼14) apart. The signal
of transition relies on the extension of this central part. To
make a connection with these FRET measurements [6], we
compute the probability Pc|nZ>5 to find more than five central
monomers in Z form [Fig. 4(c)]. When all core monomers
switch to Z-DNA, 〈nZ〉 saturates and the corresponding δLk
value coincides with the end of the torque plateau. The longer
the core sequence is, the more negative turns are required to
reach Pc|nZ>5 = 1. As expected, Pc|nZ>5 appears to be more
cooperative than average values 〈nZ〉. The overshoot in 〈τ 〉
(at the onset of transition) is more pronounced for small N .
Keeping in mind some experiments [33] using short
oligomers consisting of Z-DNA, we consider a short core
sequence [(GC)22, Nc = 44] separated from handles. As the
boundaries of the core permit free interconversion, no junction
energy penalty applies at the boundaries. The junction energy
penalty EJ applies if a B-Z junction locates in the middle of
the chain but not at either end. The fixed boundary condition
refers to a core sequence bounded by B-DNA. There are at
least two junctions where some part of the core sequence is
switched to Z-DNA.
In Fig. 5, we compare the results obtained from the
same sequence but under different boundary conditions. A
noticeable difference in the torque-twist relation is that there
is a torque overshoot towards the end of the B-Z transition
(δLk ∼ −7) for a chain under the free boundary conditions.
As the torsional stress accumulates, the whole chain converts to
Z-DNA removing the B-Z junction at the expense of converting
the B-DNA section in the rest of the core to Z-DNA [Fig. 5(a)].
The probability of Z-DNA formation at the central sectionPc is
small under free boundary conditions, because Z-DNA domain
forms near the ends rather than in the central section [Fig. 5(b)].
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show the mean number of junctions 〈nJ 〉
for two boundary conditions. Prescribing EJ/kBT = 9, we
find that in the coexistence regime 〈nJ 〉 = 2 under the fixed
boundary conditions and 〈nJ 〉 = 1 under the free boundary
conditions, respectively. The reduction of junction energy
results in more than one Z-DNA domains with a peak of
〈nJ 〉 ≈ 3 in the middle of the transition regime. These results
are in good agreement with previous studies on the B-Z
transitions [8,10,15]. We further apply the model to investigate
sequence dependence of B-L transitions and B-Z transitions
coupled with B-L transitions under unwinding torsional stress.
B. Sequence dependence: B-L transition
Next, we consider core sequences which interconvert
between B-DNA and L-DNA, and thus are referred as L core
below. Each sequence consists of two types of monomers,
(A · T) and (G · C), distinguished by different free energy
costs L = uAT and uGC, respectively. In Fig. 6(a), we consider
three different L-DNA sequences: (1) (A · T) only, (2) random
sequence with 50% of (A · T), and (3) sequence of alternating
(A · T)/(G · C). For all cases, we assume γL = 20. Similar
to the B-Z transitions, the torque (measured from the center
line twist of the chain) remains almost constant during the
B-L transition. With uAT = 0.6kBT and uGC = 2.4kBT , the
measured critical torques for two sequences are ∼ − 2 pN nm
for the type-(1) L core and ∼ − 5 pN nm for both type (2) and
(3) L cores, respectively. The transition torque of the random
sequence is about 2.5 times larger than that of the homo-(A · T)
sequence reflecting the fact that the average binding energy of
the random sequence ˜L = 1.5kBT is 2.5 times larger than the
used value of homo-(A · T) bp unpairing energy ˜L = 0.6kBT .
The critical torque of an unbiased random sequence only
slightly deviates from the average torque obtained from the
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FIG. 6. (a) Torsional responses of a chain (N = 135) with an
insert of different types of L-DNA forming sequences (NL = 45):
(A · T) only (blue star) and random sequence with 50% of (A · T)
(black circle) and alternating (A · T)/(G · C) sequence (red triangle).
γL = 20 for all three sequences. Here we assume uAT = 0.6kBT and
uGC = 2.4kBT . (b) Torsional responses of homo-(A · T) sequences of
uAT = 1.0kBT anduGC = 2.4kBT with various values ofγL = 13, 20,
and 60. NL = 45, Nh = 55. The tension is set to f = 8 pN.
alternating (A · T)/(G · C) sequence. The critical torque at
the start of the transition is slightly smaller in magnitude for the
random sequence. This reflects the fact that it is possible to find
a facile sequence in a random L core to initiate the transition.
For uAT = 1.0kBT , we observe the shift of the critical torque
to more negative values. The critical torque is ∼ − 4 pN nm
for sequence (1) [Fig. 6(b)] and ∼−(7–8) pN nm for sequences
(2) and (3) (not shown).
The geometric parameters such as γL also influence the
critical torque. To investigate the influence of γL on the
critical torque [Eq. (3)], we measure the average torques of
homo-(A · T) sequences [type (1)] with various helical pitches,
γL = 13, 20, and 60 [ψL/(2π ) = 0.172, 0.145, 0.112]. As
mentioned above [Eq. (3)], small interstrand interactions, large
tensions, and small values of L result in large values of γL.
Here we vary γL independently of L and f . As shown in
Fig. 6(b), the critical torque τ ∗L increases (in magnitude) with
increasing γL and the width of the plateau regime extends
further if γL is small.
C. Sequence dependence: Competitions between B-Z
and B-L transitions
We now consider a Z core of size NZ together with a Lcore
of size NL in the same chain. Similar to the scheme shown
in Fig. 3(a), the molecule has two handles of total size Nh.
In Fig. 7, we present the twist response of this combined
sequence: Z core of (GC)n combined with a L core where
(A · T) and (G · C) monomers alternate along the sequence.
As the free energy cost, we use Z = 0.51kBT for Z core, and
alternating values of 0.6kBT and 2.4kBT for monomers in the
L core. Here we impose the fixed boundary conditions for the
Z core, such that it is separated from the L core by several
bps in the B-DNA state. As seen in the torque-twist relation,
the B-Z transitions and B-L transitions are clearly separated
(due to the high junction energy penalty). The average size
of Z-DNA and L-DNA are shown in Fig. 7(b) as a function
of δLk. As unwinding torsional stress applies, Z-DNA forms
first and L-DNA forms after the size of Z-DNA is saturated
FIG. 7. (a) Twist δTw and writhe Wr as functions of δLk under the
tension of f = 8 pN. The molecule consists of a Z core (GC)11 (NZ =
22), a random sequence [50% of (A · T), NL = 23], and flanking
handles. For L-DNA γL = 9 and φJ = −0.2×2π . (b) Twist allocated
in Z-DNA, 〈nZ〉/γ ′Z , and L-DNA, 〈nL〉/γ ′L, are shown for each γL. (c)
Fluctuations in twist δTw (γL = 9 only). (d) Free energy landscape.
Each colored line connects points of equal free energy. Two arrows
indicate the onset of B-L and B-Z transitions. (e) Configurations of
DNA cores at various values of δLk. The torsion to unwind DNA
is increasing from right to left. Blue and green segments represent
Z-DNA and L-DNA states, respectively. The centerline twist (besides
the intrinsic twist) of each chain segment are depicted by a set of two
unit vectors f and v orthogonal to the tangent u.
at δLk∗ = nZψZ/(2π ) + 2φJ /(2π ). For δLk < δLk∗, both
structures coexist as demonstrated in Fig. 7(e). At the onset
of each transition, the fluctuations in δTw are sharply peaked
[Fig. 7(c)]. The contour plot of the free energy curve F (E,δLk)
[Fig. 7(d)] shows that the free energy minimum shifts to large
values of E as more negative torsional stress is given. The
changes in F are steep at the onset of B-Z, and B-L transitions
[indicated by arrows in Fig. 7(d)]. Typical conformations
of core parts are shown in Fig. 7(e). Along the chain,
three orthonormal vectors for each bond display twisting and
bending of the centerline of the chain.
The boundary condition of the Z core would have some
influence on Z-DNA formation. To study this effect, we
consider a Z core where all three states (B, L, Z) are allowed
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FIG. 8. Influence of boundary conditions on B-Z transition of
Z core, (GC)n or (TG)n, combined with L core with L = 1.0kBT .
NZ = NL = 25 and Nh = 50 and the L-DNA helical pitch is γL = 20.
Torsional relations (top) and Z-DNA (L-DNA) population 〈nZ〉(〈nL〉)
(bottom) are shown for Z cores of (GC)n (left) and (TG)n (right). The
Z-L junction energy is set to be EZL = 0.2EJ for the free boundary
conditions (filled circle), and EZL = 0.3EJ for the mixed boundary
conditions (). The Z-L junction is not allowed under fixed boundary
conditions (open circle). The applied tension is f = 8 pN.
and allocated at different locations with respect to the L core.
When the Z core is in the middle of the L core, a Z-L junction
can be formed. The energy cost of a Z-L junction EZL is
expected to be considerably smaller than that of a B-L or
B-Z junction, EJ . We thus refer to this condition as “free”
boundary conditions here. If a L core is directly connected to
only one end of the Z core, the “mixed” boundary condition
applies. When a L core and a Z core are separated, the “fixed”
boundary condition applies.
In Fig. 8, we show the torsional responses of these
sequences with γL = 20 under various boundary conditions
applied to Z cores with NZ = NL = 25 and Nh = 50. We
choose the energetic cost of converting one bp to L-DNA inside
the Z core according to the type of sequence: 1.7kBT for (TG)n,
and 2.4kBT for (GC)n. In the L core, we assume the unpairing
energy of a bp is ˜L = 1.0kBT . For the (GC)n core, Z-DNA and
L-DNA populations are not much influenced by the junction
condition, where the Z-DNA state is clearly dominant under
the torsional stress. For the (TG)n core, either L-DNA or
Z-DNA can be formed at small torsional stress with their
respective statistical weights. If two cores are separated (fixed
boundary), a left-handed structure (either L-DNA or Z-DNA
block) would be formed first at a weak core and propagate
to a nearby core. Formation of multiple blocks involves the
large junction energy penalty and hence the corresponding
transition torque is large. When the free boundary condition
applies, a propagation of a left-handed structure to another core
is smooth. With the prescribed energy parameters, L-DNA in
a L core is less costly than Z-DNA and hence a left-handed
structure forms at a L core first. At a larger torsional stress,
Z-DNA with a smaller helical pitch is more efficient to relax
the torsional stress. Due to the soft Z-L junction, Z-DNA
can be easily accommodated in a Z core surrounded by AT
rich patches. Besides the transition behavior, the overall B,
Z, L populations are not very different from one condition
FIG. 9. Influence of the helical pitch of L-DNA on B, Z, and L
phase. The chain contains a Z-DNA forming sequence of NZ = 22
and a L-DNA forming sequence of NL = 78. In the L-DNA
sequences, (A · T) and (G · C) base pairs alternate (˜L ≈ 1.5kBT ,
uAT = 0.6kBT and uGC = 2.4kBT ). We assume that φJ = −0.4×2π
and f = 8 pN. The blue and grey curves represent data for (TG)n and
(GC)n. (a) Torque measurements of two types of Z cores embedded
in L cores of various γL. Symbols ,·, and × correspond to data
with γL = 9, 20, and 60. (b) 〈nZ〉 and 〈nB〉 in the B-Z-L transitions
are shown for (TG)n type Z cores (blue) and for (GC)n type Z cores
(gray). 〈nZ〉 are represented as open symbols for γL = 20 and closed
symbols for γL = 9. 〈nL〉 are represented as  for γL = 20 and × for
γL = 9. For γL = 9, the Z-DNA population of (TG)n drops at large
torsional stress when L-DNA starts forming. (c) Area plots displaying
the partitioning of δLk into Z-DNA and L-DNA for (GC)n(top) and
(TG)n(bottom) cores. Here we use γL = 9.
to the other. As expected, the Z-DNA population increases
if L-DNA is more stretched. The Z-DNA population changes
from 70% to 80% when γL is changed from 13 to 20 (under the
free boundary condition). Below, we stay with fixed boundary
conditions for further investigation because the values of Z-L
junction energy is yet poorly known.
In Fig. 9, we compare the B-L and B-Z transitions of two
types of Z-DNA core sequences [(GC)n or (TG)n] with longer
(alternating) L-DNA forming sequences (˜L ≈ 1.5kBT ). We
now use several values (γL = 9, 20, and 60) for the helical
pitch of L-DNA. In the regime of the B-Z transition, the critical
torque τ ∗Z is ∼ − 2 pN nm for (GC)n cores, and ∼ − 4 pN nm
for (TG)n cores. In the B-L transition regime (δLk < −6), the
critical torque τ ∗L scales with 2π/ψL = 4.85, 6.89, and 8.94,
thus leading to τ ∗L ≈ −4, −6, and −8 pN nm for γL = 9, 20,
and 60, respectively. These characteristic torque values τ ∗L for
the B-L transitions are the same for both types of Z cores.
The L-DNA population is large for small γL. For γL = 9,
〈nZ〉 of the (GC)n core is slightly reduced after the L-DNA
is formed. Similar to the (GC)n core, when combined with
L-DNA with large γL = 20,60, Z-DNA from the (TG)n core
is stable under all negative torsional stress and the coexistence
regime is followed by the B-Z transition regime. With γL = 9,
however, Z-DNA from the (TG)n core becomes unstable below
the superhelical density for L-DNA nucleation. The linking
numbers δLk partitioned to L-DNA and Z-DNA are shown as
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an area plot in Fig. 9(c) for both types of Z cores with L-DNA
of γL = 9.
There are local variations in the free energy L along
random L-DNA sequences. Sufficiently long L cores might
include long AT rich regions of which the average values of
˜L are comparable to that of Z cores. To capture such an
effect, we consider core sequences coupled to random L-DNA
forming sequences with various (A · T) bp ratios. We take into
account the tension dependent monomer size by rescaling the
free energy cost under a given tension using Eq. (2). We now
take the values of γL in relation with the applied tension and
compute the corresponding helical pitch of L-DNA under a
given tension. A specific case with moderate excluded volume
parameter v is shown in Table I. According to the estimate
given earlier, the critical torques for the B-Z transition in the
(TG)n core crosses that for the B-L transition in the tension
range 15–20 pN (Fig. 2). Below we present the results of B-Z
and B-L transitions computed at two tension values f = 13
and 30 pN.
We rescale uAT, uGC, and Z according to Eq. (2) for the
given tension. The change in Z is −f δa and δa = aZ − aB
is 0.05 nm, independent of the values of tension. Assuming
that L-DNA is first induced from the AT rich duplex, we
apply δa = 0.02 nm for f = 13 pN and δa = 0.07 nm for
f = 30 pN. Accordingly, we use γL = 10 and 15 for the
tension of 13 and 30 pN, respectively, which are typical
for local binding energy of (A · T) bp (see Table I). For
L-DNA formed at large torsional stress, a larger ˜L should
be involved. For f = 13 pN, the influence of ˜L on γL is
almost negligible. For f = 30 pN, this choice of parameters
slightly overestimates γL at large torsional stress. Because
of the relatively high free energy cost, the Z-DNA population
from (TG)n sequence is expected to be influenced by monomer
composition of the neighboring regions. In Fig. 10(a), we show
torque-twist relations for the B-L and B-Z transitions of a
core sequence (TG)11 connected to L-DNA forming random
sequences with 50% (A · T) base pairs. The area plot shown in
the right-hand side demonstrates the partitioning of the linking
numbers to B-, Z-, or L-DNA structures. Unlike (GC)n cores
(shown for example in Fig. 9), both Z-DNA and L-DNA form
at small unwinding torsion and the Z-DNA fraction in (TG)n
cores gradually increases with increasing unwinding torsional
stress, which is consistent with experimental observations [11].
With f = 30 pN (γL = 15), yet more turns are partitioned
into Z-DNA than L-DNA. For f = 13 pN, the turns used for
conversion into Z-DNA are about 50% of the total applied
linking number δLk. As more negative torsional stress is
applied, L-DNA becomes dominant while Z-DNA population
is drastically reduced. With a larger tension f = 30 pN, the
dominance of the Z-DNA phase is further extended to the more
negative torsional regime. In Fig. 10(b), B-Z-L transitions for
the combined sequence where L cores contain 65% (A · T) are
shown. For (GC)n cores, Z-DNA dominates at small negative
superhelical stress. Z-DNA remains stable at larger negative
superhelical stress where L-DNA also forms and shares the
torsional stress. On the contrary, for (TG)n cores, L-DNA is
dominant even at small negative δLk. With 80% of (A · T)
base pairs (not shown), the population of Z-DNA diminishes
for all negative twist regimes. The change of tension does not
bring qualitative differences besides some shift of the midpoint
FIG. 10. Torsional responses (left panels) and partitioning of δLk
(right panels) of Z cores combined with L cores (uAT = 0.6kBT ,
uGC = 2.4kBT ) are shown for different tensions and sequences. The
core lengths are NZ = 22 and NL = 78. In the right panels, the dark
areas correspond to Z-DNA phase and the light areas to L-DNA
phases. (a) Tension dependence of the stability of the Z-DNA formed
by (TG)n. The Z core is embedded into a random sequence of 50%
of (A · T) content. (b) Either Z-core sequence (GC)n or (TG)n is
embedded in a L core consisting of “random” sequences of 65%
(A · T) content. The applied tension is set to be f = 13 pN.
torque because both free energy costs L and Z are rescaled
by similar reduction due to tension. The competition between
Z-DNA and L-DNA seems to be more strongly correlated with
the local sequence composition than tension.
With 50% of (A · T) in sequence composition, the free
energy cost is expected to be almost self-averaging along the
sequence as long (A · T) blocks are unlikely to be present. For
65% of (A · T) in sequence composition, the relevant segment
of L core is the longest block of (A · T) rich sections. For the
specific realization shown in Fig. 10, the longest (A · T) block
is 7 bps long. The size of AT rich region, separated by no more
than a single (G · C) type bp, is ∼20. The average free energy
cost ˜L of this section which easily turns to L-DNA is ∼0.8kBT
and it is smaller than the free energy cost of the Z-DNA core
of (TG)n, ′Z = 1.1kBT . The fluctuations in binding energy
account for the dominance of L-DNA over Z-DNA from the
(TG)n sequence, in a long DNA molecule.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We performed MC simulations for the B-Z and B-L transi-
tions in DNA by adopting the recently developed WLC random
copolymer model. Subject to the applied torsional stress, base
pairs in the DNA chain interconvert between different helical
states which are distinguishable by the preferred twist angles.
The Wang-Landau type density of states method is applied
in order to obtain the thermodynamic properties of molecules
under imposed torsional stress. While imposing the topological
constraint of external δLk, we take into account bending and
twist fluctuations explicitly, in the tension regime above the
supercoiling transition.
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We first show that the model successfully captures the
reported results of single molecule experiments. Torque-twist
relations for the B-Z and B-L transitions, and Z-DNA popu-
lations we acquired in this study explain experimental results
in Refs. [6,8,10] and are in good agreement with a theoretical
study [15]. The critical torque for the B-Z transition in (GC)n
obtained from our simulations results are ∼ − 2 pN.nm, which
falls within the range of experimentally observed values.
On the other hand, the estimated critical torques for the
B-L transition are slightly smaller than experimental values
available, which is ∼−(7–12) pN nm. Among our simulation
data, the small values of critical torques −(2–4) pN nm
correspond to the low salt concentration (∼20–30 mM). With
larger unpairing energies corresponding to high salt conditions,
we found the critical torque to be in the range −(6–10) pN nm.
The denaturation energies of base pairs strongly depend on
sequence composition and salt conditions [17]. The buffer
conditions used in magnetic tweezers experiments [5,8,9]
can be considered as high salt conditions. In Ref. [5], the
critical torque for the B-L transition is measured to be
∼−(10–12) pN nm or larger for a random sequence of 50% of
(A · T) content (over the tension range from a few to 35 pN)
with 150 mM salt. Variations in the critical torque is related to
the disorder in the sequence compositions. A bubble starts
in an AT rich region first. As L-DNA grows, the bubble
extends to regions including stronger bonds. The critical torque
will be shifted to more negative values. Nonuniform local
unpairing energy also affects torque measurements away from
equilibrium. Due to the finite speed of twisting, typically
10◦/s, the system is not always at equilibrium. We expect
the transition torque to be shifted to more negative value due
to the dissipation. Furthermore base unpairing is dominated
by breaking stronger bonds.
Then we further investigate the B-Z transitions of core
sequence interacting with the B-L transitions occurring at
neighboring DNA strands. The geometric and energetic
properties of L-DNA may challenge the stability of Z-DNA,
especially for those from the (TG)n sequence. For (TG)n type
cores, we found that if DNA handles include long AT rich
sequences, the L-DNA phase prevails over the Z-DNA phase
and Z-DNA formation is suppressed. Naturally, a long random
DNA sequence includes AT rich sections and the probability
to find a AT rich region of a given length increases linearly
with chain length before saturation. While Z-DNA from (GC)n
cores is always supported by a negative superhelical twist,
the presence of a long AT rich sequence would interfere with
Z-DNA formation from (TG)n repeats. Ref. [11] pointed out
that (TG)n is more commonly found in natural DNA [34,35]
and the biological role of (TG)n is attributed to its volatile
nature, that is, its rapid interconversion between B form and
Z form under some torsional stress as demonstrated therein. It
is of interest to quantify the level of torsion or tension under
which Z-DNA states from various sequence types are stable.
We show that Z-DNA and L-DNA populations are influenced
by tension and more significantly by sequence compositions
for (TG)n sequences. We also studied B-Z transitions of Z cores
bounded with AT rich sequences, where the Z phase and the L
phase can come directly into contact. The weak Z-L interfacial
energy helps to form Z-DNA at smaller negative torsional
stress.
In this study, we focus on large tension limit where the
helical pitch of L-DNA is replaced by a effective twist rate γL.
To understand Z-DNA formation at small tension, we would
need to take into account the influence of supercoiling of B-
DNA and L-DNA. Furthermore a proper modeling of theB-Z
junction would be essential for a more precise description of
the B-Z transition. The twist angle absorbed in the junction and
junction modulus can be modeled by a L-DNA-like structure
with soft stiffness.
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APPENDIX A: ESTIMATES OF CRITICAL TORQUES
Below we provide simple estimates for some characteristic
values representing B-Z and B-L transitions following the
simple model described in [11,16,25]. At large tension regime
(f > f scL ), the elastic energy of a stretched DNA molecule in
pure B form can be written as HB = lt kBT2S (2π )2(δLk)2. The
reference state for potential energy is that the chain is fully
stretched along the force. When nZ bps turn to Z-DNA with
nJ B-Z junctions, some of the torsional stress can be released
where the topological constraint becomes 2πδLk′ = 2πδLk +
nZψZ − nJφJ whereψZ = 2π (γ−1B + γ−1Z ), andφJ stands
for the extra twist located at each B-Z junction [30]. The elastic
energy of DNA with nZ bps of the Z state thus reads HZ =
lt kBT
2S (2πδLk + nZψZ − nJφJ )2 + nZZ + nJEJ . From the
optimization of the energy with respect to nZ , the torque
exerted on the optimized shape can be written as
τ ∗Z = 2πltkBT
n0∗
S
= − 
′
Z
ψZ
. (A1)
The twist of B-DNA strand n∗0 = δLk+nZψZ/(2π )−nJφJ /
(2π ) is determined by the torsional equilibrium condition. At
the onset of the B-Z transition, the free energy associated to
the two structures is equal. By equating HB = HZ , the torque
τ trZ at the start of the B-Z transition can be obtained as
τ trZ = 2π
lt
S
(δLk) ≈ − 
′
Z
ψZ
−
√
lt kBT
2S
nJ
(
EJ + 
′
ZφJ
ψZ
)
.
(A2)
The second term reflects the domain wall energy penalty EJ
and extra turns φJ at junctions.
Similar to B-Z transitions, we find the critical torque τ ∗L and
the transition torque τ trL for the B-L transition as follows:
τ ∗L = −
˜′L
ψL
, τ trL = −
˜′L
ψL
−
√
lt kBT
2S
nJEJ , (A3)
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whereψL = 2π (γ−1B + γ−1L ) and ˜′L corresponds to the mean
value of ′L along the relevant L-DNA segment.
APPENDIX B: TENSION DEPENDENT HELICAL
PITCH OF L-DNA
Here, we calculate the helical pitch γL of L-DNA of length
SL using the L-DNA model developed from our previous
study [16]. Converting a monomer state from B-DNA to
L-DNA accompanies the change of twist angle by ψL =
2π (1/γB + 1/γL). If nd base pairs are switched to L-DNA,
the actual remaining torsion in the strand will be reduced
to δLk + ndψL/(2π ). We consider the shape of L-DNA,
under the tension f , as two interwinding single strands in a
helical form with the helical angle α and the helical radius
r aligned along the direction of force. Each single strand
consists of nd nucleotides of size b0 = 0.5 nm and has the
persistence length ls ≈ 1 nm. Fluctuations present in two
interwinding single strands can be taken into account by
rescaling of the nucleotide size to be b = b0zL/SL, where zL
is the single strand extension obtained by the force-extension
relation of WLC, ˆf 2ls
kBT
= zL
SL
+ 14(1−zL/SL)2 − 14 with the tension
ˆf projected along each single strand. The total energy HL
of the partly denatured DNA comprises the elastic energy
of the denatured part Hb, the twist energy of the duplex
HB , interaction between bases in the single strands Hex ,
and energy cost related to the bubble denaturation Eunp:
HL(n0,f,α,nd ) = Hb + HB + Hex + Eunp,
Hb = 2Bdndb2r2 sin
4 α + f ndb(1 − cos α) + f nd (a − b),
HB = lt kBT2S (2π )
2(n0 + nd/γ ′L)2,
Hex = vnd/ cos α, Eunp = ˜Lnd + 2EJ , (B1)
where Bd = lpkBT . The first term in Hb is the bending energy
of the two separated strands, Bdκ2L, with the curvature of the
helix being κ = sin2 α/r . The next terms stand for the potential
energy associated with the bubble conformation subject to
the tension. Note that Hex takes into account a moderate
average interaction between bases (electrostatics, excluded
volume) where v is of the order of thermal energy. From the
minimization of the free energy with respect to α and nd , we
obtain an equation determining the helical angleα as a function
of unpairing energy ˜L and tension f as below:
Bdb
r2
sin α4 − 4π
6γ ′L(α)
4Bd br2 sin α
3 cos α + f b sin α + v sin α
cos2 α
cos(2α) b
r
+ v
cos α
+ f (a − b cos α) + ˜L = 0. (B2)
The helical pitch of L-DNA γL is then obtained in
relation with the optimal helical angle α∗ as γL(f ) =
4πr
3 sin[2α∗(f )]b . The base-pair rise of the L form can be
obtained as aL = b cos α∗ for an L-DNA in a tight ply
shape.
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